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Metachromatic staining with toluidine blue (TB) has been used as a cytological tool for tissue recognition and
cancer diagnosis. Recently, its strong potential for infertility diagnosis was also reported. Metachromatic staining is
important in biological applications, but the origin of spectral changes has not been fully understood, although dye
aggregation on biological materials is thought to be the cause. In this study, we investigated the dimer structure of TB
formed on DNA oligomers by using a computational method, particularly focusing on the spectral changes caused by TB
dimer formation. The structure of the TBDNA complexes was constructed on the basis of the calculated molecular
structure of TB and crystal data of A- and B-form DNA oligomers, assuming that there was an electrostatic interaction
between them. The resulting spectral shift was then evaluated using the extended-dipole model. The examination of
B-DNA revealed that possible TB dimers result in a hypsochromic spectral shift of absorption. On the other hand, the
dimerization of TB on A-DNA was found to be quite difficult, because the helical geometry of A-DNA restricted the
binding sites of TB. These results suggest that the metachromatic color observed during biological staining is significantly
affected by the helical geometry of DNA.

Toluidine blue (TB) (Figure 1) is an important cationic dye
in biological staining, because of its metachromatic effect.
Metachromasy is a color change that dyes exhibit when bound
to particular biological macromolecules or when concentrated
in solution.1 This characteristic makes it possible to stain
certain tissue elements in different colors using a single dye.
TB, for instance, stains the granules of mast cells and small oral
cancers with the metachromatic color purple.2,3

These color changes have been explained by the dye
aggregation formed on biological substrates. The exciton
coupling theory4 states that the quantum mechanical resonance
effects in a molecular dimer result in the splitting of the energy
level of the monomer excited state into two levels, of which
one is more stable and the other is less stable than the
monomer. When dye molecules dimerize in a co-parallel
arrangement, the electronic transition from the ground state to
the less stable upper one is only allowed to give a hypsochro-
mic shift of absorption. TB is known to have three character-
istic absorption bands. In a dilute aqueous solution, TB
concentration is within 10¹5 to 10¹6molL¹1 and its absorption
maximum appears at around 630 nm. This band, the ¡ band, is
believed to originate from the monomer. With an increase in
TB concentration the ¡ band shifts to the shorter wavelength
region. This band is known as the ¢ band. Further, the
absorption peak shifts toward the shorter wavelength regions
after adding agar. This is described as the £ band. The ¢ and
£ bands have been thought to be caused by the formation

of dimers and higher molecular aggregates, respectively.5

Figure 2 schematically illustrates aggregate structures of TB
molecules corresponding to the metachromatic spectral bands.
The metachromatic colors of TB observed in tissue staining
are thus commonly thought to result from the aggregate
formation of dye molecules bound to biological polymers
having consecutively regular-spaced acid residues, for exam-
ple, heparin and nucleic acids.68 Based on this assignment, the
correlation between the spectral shifts of TB with its concen-
tration ratio to some stainable substrates had been stoichio-
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metrically investigated.812 D’Ilario et al. observed in an
aqueous solution the spectral changes in the absorption band of
TB change with its concentration. They classified TB into six
different aggregate species on the basis of the spectral
changes.13 However, both the aggregate structures and the
mechanism of formation of TB aggregates on biomolecules
have not been confirmed by any direct experimental observa-
tions. Despite many reported observations of TB metachro-
masy, there is little understanding of the metachromatic
phenomena at the molecular level. Recently, TB staining has
been expanded to detect apoptotic cells14 and immature sperm
cells,15 by increase of nuclear staining. In these investigations,
it is very important to comprehend the relationship between the
metachromatic bands and chromatin condensation from the
biological point of view. Nevertheless, discussions considering
the metachromasy with structural or functional changes of the
interacting biomolecules have been limited, because we still
have little information on both the binding sites of TB on
stainable substrates as well as the related aggregate structures.
In this study, we observed TB metachromasy during nuclei
staining; the complexes of TB with DNA were structurally
studied by means of a computational approach focusing on the
dimer formation in TB. Our examination is regarded as a first
step in understanding of relationship between TB metachro-
masy and structure of biomolecules at the molecular level.

Experimental

Construction of the Complex Models. The structural
models were constructed using the crystal structures of DNA
obtained from Protein Data Bank and the optimized molecular
structure of TB obtained from MO calculations. The crystal
structures of the B- and A-form DNAs used in this simulation
are shown in Figure 3. The B-form is well known to be a
secondary structure of DNA in living cells.16,17 In particular,
oligomer (a), the dodecamer d(CGCGAATTCGCG),18 has been
widely used in experiments on the intermolecular interactions

between DNA and small molecules. This dodecamer is also
known to have the typical helical parameters of B-DNA. To
understand the effect of the helical structure of DNA on
aggregate geometry, we also examined the A-form DNA
oligomer (b), d(AGGGGCCCCT).19 Since no crystallographic
data are available on TB, we used its optimized molecular
structure for model construction. The optimization was
performed using the AM1 Hamiltonian.20

In the case of DNA staining by TB, many experimental data
have suggested that TB binds to the phosphate group of DNA
by electrostatic interaction.1,912,21 TB is also well known as a
metachromatic staining dye for other biomolecules with acidic
residues.68 For example, polysaccharides, such as heparin and
hyaluronic acid, are stained matechromatically by TB.68 Very
large hypsochromic spectral shifts are observed in metachro-
matic TB staining of various substrates. This is also a very
important factor for consideration of TBDNA complexation.
In order to form a higher aggregate of TB which results in a
large hypsochromic spectral shift, a sufficient spatial area
should be present around the target molecule. In this
investigation therefore, a TB molecule is presumed to be
bound with the phosphate residue of DNA in the fringed
manner which was reported in many references,612,21 although
two binding manners, intercalation and groove binding, are
well known for DNA complexation with an organic small
molecule. The dimethyl amino group was assumed to bind to
the phosphate group of DNA by electrostatic interaction.
Because the basicity of dimethyl amino groups is higher than
that of an unsubstituted amino group, a positive charge was
assumed to be present on the nitrogen atom of the dimethyl
amino group. Figure 4 illustrates two ways in which complex-
ation between TB and DNA can occur. A single phosphate
residue interacts with the dimethyl amino group in pattern I and
the nitrogen in the dimethyl amino group is bound by two
phosphate residues in pattern II. The geometry of the inter-
action between the dimethyl amino group and phosphate
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Figure 3. Crystal structure of the DNA oligomers. (a) d(CGCGAATTCGCG) is the B-form (PDB accession No. 1BNA) and
(b) d(AGGGGCCCCT) is the A-form DNA (PDB accession No. 440D).
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residues was determined on the basis of the reported structural
data of some phosphates containing amino or dimethyl amino
compounds.2225 TB molecules were arranged to make a
nitrogenphosphorus bond with a distance of 5¡ in consid-
eration of steric interference between the substituents. These
models are constructed on the assumption that there is no
molecular structural change during the complexation. In the
following section, to represent the TB dimers formed on the
DNA oligomers, bound TB molecules are numbered in
ascending order of the base sequence of chain ID A of the
DNAs indicated in Figure 3 in each binding pattern.

Estimation of the Spectral Shifts. Exciton interaction was
estimated using the extended-dipole model26 to determine the
effect of dye aggregation on spectral shift. Two adjacent TB
molecules bound to DNA were considered as dimers in both
cases. The energy shift from the calculated monomer absorp-
tion, ¦E, is given by the following eq 1.

�E ¼ jqj
4³¾0¾

1

a1
þ 1

a2
� 1

a3
� 1

a4

� �
ð1Þ

The molecules are replaced by transition dipoles of length l and
charge «q. The transition moment M is assumed to be ql. The
dipole moment of TB corresponding to absorption in the visible
region was obtained using the INDO/S Hamiltonian.27 The
distances between the two poles a1 to a4 were determined by
the geometric relationships between the dipole moments, as
shown in Figure 5.

Results and Discussion

Dimer Formation on the B-Form DNA. Figures 6 and 7
show the calculated values of energy shift for the TB dimers
formed with the B-DNA. For all the dimers, the interaction was
calculated to be a positive value. This indicates that dimer
formation causes a hypsochromic spectral shift from the
monomer absorption. The reported metachromatic spectral

changes of TB and DNA in aqueous solutions are qualitatively
supported by this result. The addition of DNA to an aqueous
solution of TB was reported to cause a hypsochromic spectral
shift, depending on the concentration of the phosphate residues
of DNA in the solution.912 Our result provides an insight into
the ability of TB to form dimers with DNA by interacting with
the phosphate residues of the B-DNA helix, resulting in the
appearance of metachromatic colors. The metachromatic band
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Figure 4. Two TBDNA complexation patterns. TB:phosphate residue = 1:1 (pattern I) and TB:phosphate residue = 1:2
(pattern II).
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Figure 5. Extended-dipole model for estimating the exciton
interaction.26
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Figure 6. Calculated exciton interactions of TB for dimers
formed on the B-DNA complex, based on pattern I (seen
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of TB induced by DNA addition was reported to appear at
around 580 nm; this corresponds to the ¢ band, which shifts
from the monomer band at around 630 nm. The calculated
result shown Figures 6 and 7 is smaller than the experimental
value. We calculated the values of spectral shift on a qualitative
basis. This model is also based on a simple assumption in
which the actual conformation of a DNA chain in a solution
and the effects of other experimental conditions, such as pH
and additives, are not taken into consideration.

Our calculation also revealed that the geometry of DNA is
strongly related to the hypsochromic energy shift of TB. There
was a distinct difference in the effect of DNA geometry
between patterns I and II. In pattern I, we observed a difference
in both the degree of overlap of planar TB molecules and the
intermolecular distance between two TB molecules, as shown
in Figure 8. Helical geometry and the sugarphosphate back-
bone of DNA were considered to play a decisive role in
determining these dimer arrangements. Among the many
structural parameters that determine these two geometrical
characteristics of DNA, we found the twist angle between the
base pairs and the torsion angle of the phosphate group
(¡ angle) (Table 1) to have a significant influence on the
calculated spectral shift. The twist angle is regarded as
representative of the helical geometry of DNA, because the
difference in two consecutive twist angles (¦twist) reflects the
extent of helicity. The ¡ torsional angle is defined as the angle
of rotation of the PO5¤ bond of the sugarphosphate back-
bone. The difference between neighboring ¡ angles (¦¡)
should be related to the difference between the directions of
neighboring phosphate residues. We studied all the TB dimers
with a difference in their twist and ¡ angles and the
corresponding energy shift. Table 1 shows four representative
TB pairs. A relatively large ¦twist and a very small ¦¡ were
estimated for the pair 23. This structural characteristic reflects

the almost parallel arrangement of two TB molecules, which
gives a large hypsochromic energy shift. When both ¦twist and
¦¡ are very small like that in pair 67, we again obtained a
large energy shift value. In the pattern I calculation, the pair
67, which has the most parallel dimer arrangement, showed
the largest energy shift. As the calculation for pair 45
indicates, a considerably large ¦¡ would be expected to cause
low parallelism and distant arrangement of two TB molecules,
and therefore a small metachromatic energy shift. The pair
910 also showed a large energy shift, comparable to that of
pair 23 with its small ¦¡. Figure 9 shows a plot of ¦E value
versus ¦¡. From these results, we can conclude that ¦¡ is a
key structural parameter for metachromatic spectral shift in
pattern I complexation between TB and B-DNA.

In pattern II, we observed a small divergence in the
calculated spectral shift as compared to that of pattern I
(Figure 10). The average energy shift for all the molecular pairs
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Figure 8. Comparison of the aggregation structure of TB in pattern I. The TB dimer (a) had a higher ¦E value than dimer (b).

Table 1. Relationship between ¦E Values of the Twist and
¡ Angles for the Calculated TB Dimers in Pattern I

twist angle

base pair

twist 

angleα 
O3′

P

O5′

C5′

base

TB pair «¦twist«/° «¦¡«/° ¦E/cm¹1

23 13.68 0.25 300.59
45 5.55 30.24 116.92
67 0.63 2.54 330.44
910 11.38 6.58 290.36
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in pattern II is ca. 280 cm¹1, which is about 1.3 times larger
than that in pattern I. In pattern II, a significant relationship
was not found between the helical structure of DNA and the
calculated energy shifts. The narrow binding site in pattern II
limits the ability of TB molecules to bind with the DNA chain
in a configuration that is almost parallel to the molecular plane
of the base pair. This structural limitation should result in
the overlap of neighboring TB molecules in the TBDNA
complex. TB dimer geometry yielded a large energy shift not
dependent on the ¦¡ of the DNA. In many stoichiometric
experiments on the metachromasy of TB and DNA, the
metachromatic spectral changes induced by DNA addition
were reported to occur when the concentration ratio of DNA to
TB was 0.5 to 1.0.912 There is no significant difference in the
shape of the reported metachromatic ¢ bands. These observa-
tions suggested that the almost identical aggregate structure of
TB is a major component of the bands in various concen-
trations. The metachromatic spectral shift was believed to
originate from the dimers formed on the binding sites
neighboring those in pattern I (Figure 11). When the concen-
tration ratio of TB to DNA is smaller than the equimolar ratio,
the number of metachromatic dye dimers of TB bound to DNA
will decrease as per pattern I, because unoccupied binding sites
are considered to be present in the TBDNA complex. On the
other hand, pattern II gives an almost uniform geometry of TB
dimers under the appropriate concentrations. Although the
reported experimental results can be explained by both
complexation patterns between TB and DNA, our results
indicate that pattern II is more plausible than pattern I.

The hypsochromic energy shifts of absorption band due to
the dimerization of TB were calculated in this examination.
However, the TB dimer geometry shows not only parallel
stacking of molecular planes but twisted forms. In the case of a
twisted dimer, a strict symmetric limitation is broken to allow
the weak bathochromic transition. This is considered to reflect
the broadening of metachromatic band to longer wavelength
region over the monomer band observed in absorption spectra
of TB with DNA in solution.12

Wang et al. studied CD spectra of TB solutions with
addition of different amounts of calf thymus DNA.28 They
suggested multiple binding modes of TB to DNA affected
by their concentration ratio. At low concentration ratio, TB
molecules partially intercalated into DNA base pairs, while at
high ratio, TB molecules stacked along the helix surface. In an
actual staining state, as their result indicated, there are many
ways of possible dimeric arrangements of TB on DNA chains.
Our TBDNA complex models are based on the simple
assumption, however the models could explain spectral
features of TB and help in understanding the metachromatic
phenomena.

Calculation results also provided us with a clue for studying
the metachromatic spectral changes resulting from the forma-
tion of higher aggregates of TB. As mentioned in the
introduction, the formation of higher aggregates of TB is
commonly considered to be the origin of the £ band observed
in the shorter wavelength region and not the dimer band. All
the calculated results showed a hypsochromic energy shift in
both patterns. This clearly indicates that the formation of a TB
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trimer or a higher aggregate results in a larger energy shift than
the formation of the dimers, that is, higher aggregates bring
about a large hypsochromic spectral shift.

We obtained an similar result when examining the dimer
formation of TB with some other B-form DNAs.2934 It was
found that the TB dimer structure formed on the DNA chain
reflects the backbone geometry of B-form DNA. This inves-
tigation only provides us with a qualitative description of the
formation of a metachromatic dimer of TB and B-DNA. This
however, clarifies an important concept that the phosphate
residues of B-DNA can function as a TB binding site to form a
metachomatic dye dimer.

Complexation with A-Form DNA. Our experiments on
the complex formation of TB with several B-DNA oligomers
indicate that various dimer geometries can result depending on
the helical characteristics of DNA, particularly the conforma-
tion of the phosphate residues. In biosystems however, the
helical conformation of DNA changes because of its inter-
actions with other biomolecules or under various ambient
conditions. A-type DNA was then examined because it has an
atypical helical property. The B-type helix is the main DNA
conformation in biosystems however, the A-form is also
important because of its biological importance. The long GC
stretches in a DNA chain has been known to favor the
A-conformation.35 In addition, the complexes of DNA with
some proteins are thought to induce partial transformation from
the B- to the A-type, and this is associated with the global
bending of DNA.36 Our study of A-DNA provides information
regarding the relationship between the structure and staining
color of biomacromolecules in actual staining processes.
A-DNA is characterized by a tight helix and a deep and
narrow major groove. This structural feature correlates well
with the deoxyribose sugar pucker conformation. In A-DNA,
the pucker conformation is observed at C3¤-endo, resulting in a
short distance between the neighboring phosphate residues.9

In addition, the OPO plane of the phosphate residues is
almost parallel to the stacking direction of the base pairs.
These two local features basically made the complexation of a
TB molecule with the A-DNA improbable in both patterns.
Figure 12 illustrates impossible complexation of a TB mole-
cule and the A-form DNA. There is no sufficient space for
a TB molecule to bind with the A-form DNA in the present
binding mode and a TB molecule was found to collide with
the DNA strand in many binding positions as shown in
Figure 12. Therefore, TB dimer formation is very problematic
as well.

Conclusion

This paper focused on the dimer structure of TB molecules
formed on DNA strands. TB molecules bound to the phosphate
residues of B-DNA could form dimers that bring about a
hypsochromic shift from the monomer absorption. The present
results also suggest the possibility of formation of higher
aggregates. Two complexation patterns were examined in our
simulation, and the dimer structures of TB formed in both these
patterns had a different sensitivity to the helical parameters of
DNA. In both complexation patterns, not all the phosphate
residues in A-form DNA could be regarded as binding sites for
TB. Our study indicated that the formation of TB aggregates is

strongly influenced by the helical geometry of DNA. These
results help in understanding the color change observed in the
metachromatic staining of some tissue elements.
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